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07-24 as JTC1/SC2/WG2 N2043. It contains the proposal summary.

A. Administrative
1. Title
Proposal to add 6 Egyptological characters to ISO/IEC 10646.
2. Requester’s name
Michael Everson
3. Requester type
Expert contribution.
4. Submission date
2000-08-26.
5. Requester’s reference
N2403: On the apostrophe and quotation mark, with a note on Egyptian transliteration characters:
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/n2043.pdf
6a. Completion
This is a complete proposal.
6b. More information to be provided?
No.

B. Technical – General
1a. New script? Name?
No.
1b. Addition of characters to existing block? Name?
Yes. Latin Extended-B.
2. Number of characters
6.
3. Proposed category
Category A.
4. Proposed level of implementation and rationale
Level 1. Base characters with no diacritics.
5a. Character names included in proposal?
Yes.
5b. Character names in accordance with guidelines?
Yes (see below).
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5c. Character shapes reviewable?
Yes (see below).
6a. Who will provide computerized font?
Michael Everson, EGT.
6b. Font currently available?
Yes.
6c. Font format?
TrueType.
7a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts, etc.) provided?
Yes (see below).
7b. Are published examples (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of use
of proposed characters attached?
Yes (see below).
8. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing?
No.

C. Technical – Justification
1. Contact with the user community?
Yes.
2. Information on the user community?
Egyptologists.
3a. The context of use for the proposed characters?
They are used in the transcription of Egyptian to Latin letters.
3b. Reference
See bibliography below.
4a. Proposed characters in current use?
Yes.
4b. Where?
In publishing, in education.
5a. Characters should be encoded entirely in BMP?
Yes.
5b. Rationale
They are Latin letters.
6. Should characters be kept in a continuous range?
Yes, if possible.
7a. Can the characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character
sequence? 
No. See the notes on EGYPTOLOGICAL YODbelow.
8a. Can any of the characters be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing
character?
No. 
9a. Combining characters or use of composite sequences included?
No.
9b. List of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images provided?
No. 
10. Characters with any special properties such as control function, etc. included?

No.
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D. Proposal
The Hebrew letters ALEF and AYIN and the Arabic letters HAMZA and AIN, having no equivalents in the

Latin alphabet, are represented in transliteration by apostrophe-like glyphs of various kinds. This practice
goes back a long way. Clarke 1878 gives ‚ (!) for HAMZA and ’ for AIN. Faulmann 1880 uses a standard
alphabet for transcribing all the scripts in his book; he settled on ’ for ALEF and ̨ for AYIN in Hebrew, and

’ for ALEF and ̨ for AIN in Arabic and Persian. Faulmann writes HAMZA with h‘ . Palmer 1901 gives ’ for
HAMZA and ‘ for AIN. Egyptologists modified these traditions to suit their needs, devising letters of the
latin alphabet to represent these sounds in transcriptions of Egyptian text. 

EGYPTOLOGICAL ALEF . The a letter based on ˛ the double-bellied AYIN is used in the Egyptologist
tradition to represent ALEF (written ). It generally has the letterform or ˘ (Gardiner 1966) or ˆ (Collier
& Manley 1998); Loprieno 1995 gives the unusual ¸ (which could be U+025C LATIN SMALL LETTER

REVERSED OPEN E) but Loprieno’s typography is atypical. The EGYPTOLOGICAL ALEF has both a capital and
a small form.

EGYPTOLOGICAL YOD . Egyptologists use a special i which has some kind of diacritic over it. This is
problematic because, although the character only has one function (to represent the sound written Ú), it
has several glyph forms in printed text. In part this was a result of the technology used to prepare books.
This character’s usual shape is ˙ (Gardiner 1966) or ˜ (Collier & Manley 1998); Loprieno 1995 substitutes
j (U+006A LATIN SMALL LETTER J). Betrò 1995 uses ı

>
. It would be best to encode this character with a

single non-decomposable form, especially as the mark is not productive. The EGYPTOLOGICAL YOD has
both a capital and a small form. 

EGYPTOLOGICAL AYIN . Egyptologists also use a special modifier letter (to represent the sound written
Ò), written ̊ (Gardiner 1966) or ¯ (Collier & Manley 1998); Loprieno 1995 gives only ˝ (U+02BB
MODIFIER LETTER TURNED COMMA), but again, his typography is atypical. The shape (height, rotation,
length) and size of this in printed texts is quite different from U+02BD MODIFIER LETTER REVERSED

COMMA �. Loprieno appears to have substituted available characters REVERSED OPEN Efor ALEF, j for YOD,
and ‘ for AYIN . The EGYPTOLOGICAL AYIN has both a capital and a small form.

The repertoire requested is given here with proposed code positions:

0234 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL ALEF

0235 LATIN SMALL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL ALEF

0236 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL YOD

0237 LATIN SMALL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL YOD

0238 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL AYIN

0239 LATIN SMALL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL AYINfi

›

‹

¤

⁄

Ÿ
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Examples
From Gardiner 1966. Sample showing LATIN CAPITAL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL ALEF in Ÿk.s and Ÿkr, and

LATIN SMALL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL ALEF in ⁄tf.

From Gardiner 1966. Sample showing LATIN CAPITAL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL YOD in ¤n-h.rt and LATIN

SMALL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL YOD in ‹n‹ and ‹nw.

From Gardiner 1966. Sample showing LATIN CAPITAL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL AYIN in ›nk. t and LATIN

SMALL LETTER EGYPTOLOGICAL AYIN in fintyw. (Compare the height of the letter with that of the letter t.)

From Collier & Manley 1998. Sample showing the traditional characters.
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From Loprieno 1995. Loprieno appears to have substituted available characters REVERSED OPEN Efor
ALEF, j for YOD, and ‘ for AYIN . 

From Betrò 1995. Betrò appears to have constructed EGYPTOLOGICAL YOD out of a dotless i and a
combining right-pointing single guillemet, and to have used a high right-pointing single guillemet for
EGYPTOLOGICAL AYIN in ‹fin ‘baboon’. She has substituted a digit 3 for EGYPTOLOGICAL ALEF in ⁄ ‘vulture’.

Unicode Character Properties
Spacing letters, category “Lu”, bidi category “L” (strong left to right)

0234, 0236, 0238

Spacing letters, category “Ll”, bidi category “L” (strong left to right)
0235, 0237, 0239
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